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Read for free on Kindle Unlimited!For the first time ever, get all four books of The Forsaken Saga in

one complete box set. Join Nora and Hunter as they go on a magical journey of love and adventure

in a beautiful supernatural world!Â FORSAKEN:Nora Colburn was perfectly content in life. A junior

in high school, she had good friends, a great family, and did well in school. Nothing particularly

exciting ever happened where she lived, and everything was stable.But that all drastically changes

when a new student arrives at Nora's school. Wild rumors swirl about his past, and Nora becomes

determined to find out the truth.As she gets to know the mysterious student, he shares with her an

ancient secret... one that may yet put both of them in grave danger.And for the first time in her life,

Nora is exposed to a completely unfamiliar world. She is swept away on an exhilarating journey that

takes her to a place where romance and great destiny may yet await... and where supernatural

powers run wild.REVELATIONS:Nora has survived the dark caves, and emerged with Hunter by her

side. But her escape is quickly tainted as she realizes the biggest danger still lies ahead...She has

been transformed, and powers she has never known begin to manifest themselves within her body.

As she struggles to gain control, how long will she be able to restrain herself - and her new bloodlust

- from taking over?As she journeys onward, doubts begin to creep into her mind. Doubts about

leaving home, about the decisions she's made. But with the Vassiz still behind her, there is no

turning back, now.And she has questions that need to be answered. Just who are the elders, and

why have they taken such a keen interest in her? As she starts the unravel the cloak that shrouds

their existence, she begins to suspect that she may have stumbled into something much larger than

herself... and starts to understand her destiny for the first time.RELENTLESS:There is a prophecy

that speaks of a time of great turmoil, a time when the rule of power will be overturned by the

hammer of fate. That time has come, and one girl stands in the middle of it all...Nora has been

reunited with Hunter, and together they must face the elders. But this time, they have the angels on

their side. It is a precious advantage, but only if used properly...She has learned of the prophecy of

her fate, and learned of her destiny. But while others are certain, she is less sure. And as she

moves forward, she learns that absolutely nothing can ever be guaranteed.Â FORETOLD:In the

epic fourth book of The Forsaken Saga, Nora comes face to face with the elders for the first time.

With Hunter and the angels at her side, she will try to do that which no one has done: destroy the

elders, and break their terrible reign of power.But it will not be easy. The elders have held on to their

posts since the first memories of the Vassiz. Will prophecy be enough to guide Nora against them?If

she succeeds, the world as she knows it will change forever. But if she does not, everyone she

knows will suffer a terrible fate. She is determined, but there are hidden secrets that may yet



prevent her from reaching her goals...
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These books were amazing, I enjoyed them so much. For once, these were books that did not

contain so much violence and one that I allowed my 11 year old daughter to read, and we read the,

together. I am hoping that she will continue and publish the rest of the books from the SEEKERS

and not leave her true fans waiting in the dark.....These books helped me thru a very difficult time

and made my daughter and I laugh, cry and brought us closer. I am a mom who always reads

books before allowing my children to read just anybookðŸ˜Š !!!I am ashamed at the people who

critiqued her for writing, so unless they are Masters in English and can write a book so much better

than anyone else, than I suggest you stop criticizing people who actually take the time to write for

people who do enjoy reading light hearted books!!Writing a book is not as easy as everyone thinks,

and it's people who are constantly being rude and downgrading that allows authors to stop writing, I

can guarantee you many authors that are top authors now would agree with me, since I read for



many of them. And I also help them, proofread and sometimes it takes a lot to just try and get your

work out there. Instead of putting someone down, how about applauding them and giving them the

credit for even trying!!!!This world needs more young writers like Sophia Sharp, and Sarah Swan!!!!

Who has captivated my heart and my daughters and thanks to all of the people who have put her

down, she will not continue her writing, so I hope you are all happy, because I have an 11 year old

daughter who is so sad. I teach my children that no matter what people say always follow your

dreams, because it's the people who are jealous of you who will never make it anywhere in life!!!
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